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My name is Archie McNea.l . I am Director of Libraries at thg 

University of Miami and Chairman of the American Library Association's 

Committee on Intellectual Freedom. I am here as a representative of 

the American Library Association, a non-profit, professional associ

ation of more than 25,000 members, consisting or librarians, trustees, 

and friends of libraries. 

On behalf or the American Librar-J Association, I should like at 

this time to thank the members of this Committee £or their consistent 

interest in the welfare of libraries and sympathetic understanding 

or the need for preferential postal rates for the mailing of printed 

and related materials. We are pleased to note that the bill current

ly under consideration, H. R. 7927, contains no provision for in

creasing the fourth class rates for educational and library materials 

and that the Congress thus views these rates as a service requir3d 

in the public interest. 

The American Library Association is particularly concerned, 

however, over Section 12 of the "Postage Revision Act of 196211 • It 

is our understanding that this Section provides for the exclusion 

from the United States mail of any matter that the Attorney General 

of the United States may determine to be Communist political propa- A. L. 

ganda. 
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There are two points which should be considered. First, there is 

the actual need for publications which are obviously political propa

ganda for purposes of study, analysis, evaluation, and refutation. 

Such materials are needed in the Library of Congress, in Federal 

agencies concerned with psychological warfare, ar.d in educational in

stitutions for scholarly and research work. Second, there is the 

obvious problem of what constitutes "political propaganda". As point

ed out by the National Science Foundation, most of the scientific 

journals published in the Iron Curtain countries are subsidized by 

the government. Some political propaganda appears in some of these 

journals. A sampling by the N. S. F--• of mere thim 19,000 pages of 

text in nine different Russian journals revealed less than one per 

cent of material which might be classified as political propaganda. 

It is conceivable, however, that this could be interpreted by the 

Attorney General to be the basis for excluding certain otherwise 

valuable scientific journals. 

It is also obvious that publications such as Pravda, Izvestia, 

and numerous books and periodicals published in the u.s.s.R. and 

other Communist countries could not be mailed to libraries and 

educational institutions in this country, no~ could the norma1 

practice of interlibrary lending of back issues of such periodicals 

required for scholarly purposes be continued. 
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Libraries in themselves co~stitute a bastion of freedom. Theirs 

is the responsibility to gather, preserve, and make available the 

accumulated knot-Jledge of the past and the growing knowledge represent

ed in publications today. In the U.S ~S~R., libraries as well as 

the publishing industry a.Ye under goveri:m1ent c0ntrol. In the Tr~1ited 

Stat.es the freedom to read and free access to information on all sides 

of every question stem frcm the first araendment to the Constitution. 

Broad lnterpretation of the term "polit-5.cal propaganda" by the office 

o:r t~1e u. S. Attorney General cou1.d well be the first step in con

trolling the content of libraries in the United States. 

Ex:::ierience with similar legislation, the Foreign Age~ts Regis

t:.~atioa Act of 1938, resulted in the holding up of delive:.:-y of foreign 

sc~i.bla.:::·ly publications, interruption cf subscriptions, and the depriv

ing of scholars of access to needed information. 

In 1.961, the Library of Congress had in effect 414 exchange 

agreements with the u.s.S.R~ through which they obtained more than 

38,000 published items. The major research libraries, university li

braries, and larger public libraries have many such exchange agreements 

throughout the world. In many cases, these agreements bring valuable 

publications in the field of science and technology, as well as in 

the humanities and social sciences. The uncertainty of the i11ter

pretation which may be placed on the term "po:itical propaganda" 

enqangers this valuable source of library materials. The other side 
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of this question is a.bly stated by Robert B. Downs, Dean of Library 

Administration at the University of Ill inois: 

11 Nei ther should there be ignored the, probab:i.1i ty of drastic 
r etaliation by t~e Soviet Union and its satel1ites. Extensive 
exchanges are currently under way b8tweEn Soviet and U.S. 
librarie~, as a conse.riuence of which substantia1- quantities 
of .~_merican publications ar,3 getti11g behind the iron curtain, 
co,,ceivably with vary salutary r 3su:ts. This flow would in 
all likelihood cease if the publications of Russia and other 
Communist nations were forbidden to enter the United States. 11 

:,ibrarians of the United States find their position stated 

most eloquently by former President Dwight D. Eisenhower in a letter 

of June 24, 1953 to Dr. Robert B. Downs, then President of the 

American Library Association, from which I quote: 

" ••. We mus7. in theso times be intelll6ently alert not 
only to tho fanatic cunning of Communiot. consr, iracy--but 
also to the greve dangers in meeting f anatici3-.n with ignor
ance. For, in order to fight totalitarians who exploit the 
ways of freedom to serve their own ends, there are some zealots 
who--with more wrath than wisdom--would adopt a strangely 
unintelligent conrse. They would try to defend fre edom 
by denying froedom•s friends the opportunity of studying 
Communism in its entirety--its plausibilities, its falsities, 
its weaknesses. 

But we know tha,t freedom cannot be served by th-~ devices 
of the tyrant. As it is an ancient truth that freedom cannot 
be legislated into exist ence, so it is no l0ss obvious that 
freedom cannot be censored into exist-::nc 3. And any who act 
as if freedom's def enses are to be found in suppression and 
suspicion and fear confess a doctrine that is alien to America." 
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For these reasons, the American Library Association oppos3s the 

enactment of Section 12 of H. R. 7927 and respect.fully requests 

careful consideration of its views by members of the Senate Post Office 

Committee. 

Thank you, Mr. Chainnan and members of the Committee, for the 

opportunity to present the views of the American Library Association. 


